in the same book. Usually one finds them in separate camps, sometimes armed camps. I am often asked 'what is going on in biblical studies' -in my case usually by ministers guilty about failing to keep up with their 'continuing education' -and I am reduced to mumbling something like: 'On the one hand, they keep on going like they always did; on the other hand, they have been utterly transformed'. I cannot think of a better book than the present one to put into the hands of such questioners, to explicate this rather unhelpful answer.
The experimental form of this book puts it, in one sense, wholly on the transformative side. It is only in a postmodern climate that such things are publishable. But within it, a great number of authors use the letter form to say things entirely compatible with what one finds in standard commentaries. This is done often creatively -to get more deeply into a character's mind or to imagine the dynamics between two characters -but in a few cases rather colourlessly. These readings could be taken directly into a fairly conventional pulpit (I surmise that a few have come from there!) Other authors say things that standard commentaries would never say, precisely because they would never say them. These authors are in more or less explicit rebellion against the tradition of the standard commentary. They have found a variety of ways of expressing this rebellion in their other writings, but many find the letter form particularly apt to their purpose. These contributions are very varied, from serious and angry feminist response to extremely hurtful texts to sheer spoof, and everything between. Many -not just the spoofs -are very humorous, and the humour is almost always both funny and pointed, though here and there one catches a whiff of grandstanding for peers.
Almost any reader, then, will find here plenty of things to use or just enjoy. But by the same token, almost any reader will find some things offensive, pointless, or naive.
Having so far said nothing about particular letters, I break the rule with a comment on #2, 'Isaac to Abraham'. This is a brilliant postmodern meditation on the Sacrifice of Isaac, but it seems to me to have strayed into the wrong book. It is longer than any three other letters put together, and probably has more stuff in it than any six. But, especially coming so near the beginning, it may bring to a halt many readers for whom the book is well-suited, and make them feel simply inadequate in the face of such learning. To those to whom I shall recommend this book -I have quite a few particular people in mind -I will give a warning to skip this piece and come back to it at the end.
